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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Carbon Trust and Ramboll Energy were appointed by Resource Efficient Scotland (RES) on behalf
of the Scottish Government to undertake analysis of the Scotland National Heat Map to identify
(and where possible) quantify the opportunities for District Heating networks associated with the
public sector estate. The scope of works required a report that explores the potential for the
public sector estate to adopt district heating systems and accelerate the development of heating
networks in Scotland. The study will use the National Heat Map as the primary source of
information.
This piece of work is primarily concerned with the role of public sector buildings and the analysis
included the cleaning an amalgamated database of public sector addresses. The analysis
identifies 23,353 addresses which are associated with 21,371 unique public buildings. The
analysis of the heat map has been restricted to the identified 1km grid cells which contain public
sector buildings, the total number of 1km grid cells with public sector buildings is 4,131 out of
over 78,000 cells across the whole of Scotland.
The following list identifies some of the principal limitations of the analysis:












The Scotland Heat Map was built using a number of assumptions to quantify heat demand
which is fully explained in the Scotland Heat Map – Documentation 2.0 Report
methodology and 2.2 Metadata, limitations and data management available on the heat
map website (www.scotland.gov.uk/heatmap).
The model concentrates on an analysis of the potential for district heating based on heat
demand only and does not at this stage consider the interaction with heat supply.
The model does not include an analysis of the economics of individual opportunities e.g.
return on investment, revenues, capital costs etc.
Geographical constraints to heat networks or potential for higher cost savings from heat
networks in off-gas grid areas relative to on-gas grid locations are excluded from this
analysis.
The model does not consider the impact of future planned development, new build or
refurbishment of existing public buildings.
The model does not take into account areas zoned for development in local development
plans as this information is not complete on the heat map1.
The model does not relate existing heat networks to existing public or private sector
buildings that are connected to a heat network (this means that the identified
opportunities will not differentiate potential from existing district heating networks).
For the purposes of this analysis all criteria are weighted equally but the methodology has
been developed to allow users to choose different weighting. A different list of projects
would be derived if greater weighting was place on some of the criteria, e.g. heat demand
or social criteria. Selecting additional criteria would also influence the identification of
opportunities.

The analysis of opportunities is based on a series of indicators that are individually or collectively
representative of the potential viability for initiating district heating solutions. These indicators
may have different levels of importance depending upon the commercial or social perspective.
The analysis has the capacity to consider weighting the indicators. For the purposes of the
current analysis the weightings have been selected as equal for all variables. A refinement of the
weightings may be appropriate and will be based on a qualitative assessment of the relative
importance of the criteria. This will be subjective and may vary depending on specific

1

Fifteen Local Authorities provided local development plan data in GIS format which was included in the heat map. A further five

authorities have since supplied information and further plans have been requested and will be included in future editions of the heat
map when available.
1
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requirements relating to the geographical, social or organisational importance of the criteria
selected. It is possible to reduce some weightings to zero in order to discount them entirely.
The analysis using weightings is illustrated by drawings 007, 008, 009 and 010. These drawings
show the relative ranking of all tiles based on the following individual criteria respectively:
 Proportion of social rented properties;
 Number of clusters
 Proportion of social rented properties compared with the full weighted analysis; and
 Public building heat demand exceeding 100,000 kWh compared with the full weighted
analysis
The resulting dataset presents a relative performance between the 4,131 tiles. This dataset can
be extracted based on geographical areas to select individual local authority areas or by buffer
zones to identify proximity to key infrastructure such as the gas network or existing district
heating networks. The following table shows the overall results of the national analysis and the
most promising opportunities within each Local Authority.
Table 1 Most promising opportunities within each local authority area based on overall analysis with
criteria equally weighted.

The methodology and output data table described in the methodology section and developed as
part of this study has the capacity to be interpreted by organisations according to their specific
geographic area or specific criteria. For example public sector organisations could choose to subselect the tiles that are associated with their estate and assess the relative performance of these
zones. The analysis can also be varied based on a different set of weighting criteria to reflect the
importance of key indicators.
The potential for carbon emission reduction has been quantified by assuming that for all “on” gas
1km grid squares the Business as Usual Case is natural gas boilers at 80% efficiency. The
alternative case for these locations has been assumed to be gas engine CHP. For off-gas locations
the Business As Usual case has been assumed to be oil fired boilers with an alternative case
being biomass boilers using wood pellets to give an indicative carbon abatement value. A range
of other low carbon and renewable heat technologies are available which would deliver similar
2
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carbon savings. The abatement potential figures presented in the following table represent an
annual snapshot based on current carbon intensity figures for a selection of the most promising
1km tiles to support a public sector led district heating scheme.
Table 2 Carbon Abatement Potential

The study indicates that in a number of locations the public sector demand may represent anchor
loads, subject to further scrutiny and feasibility study. This information is a valuable resource to
identify public sector loads that are attractive for catalysing district heat schemes. The large
public sector loads are, by their nature, stable heat demands with a generally lower level of risk
for public sector driven schemes.
As can be seen the overall potential for carbon abatement in off gas grid locations is not as great
as under the other 2 classes of analysis. However when viewed as a ktonne /GWh value it can be
3
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seen that in off gas grid areas the carbon reduction can be just under twice that of the on-gas
alternatives, at 0.32 ktonne/GWh compared to 0.18 ktonne/GWh for the on-gas opportunities.

4
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2.

INTRODUCTION
Carbon Trust and Ramboll Energy were appointed by Resource Efficient Scotland (RES) on behalf
of the Scottish Government to undertake analysis of the Scotland National Heat Map to identify
(and where possible) quantify the opportunities for District Heating networks associated with the
public sector estate. The scope of works required a report that explores the potential for the
public sector estate to adopt district heating systems and accelerate the development of heating
networks in Scotland. The study will use the National Heat Map as the primary source of
information.

2.1

Background
The Scotland National Heat Map was developed for Scottish Government as a tool to visualise
opportunities, to assess who needs heat (demand) and where sources of heat might come from
(supply), and how these can be connected in an efficient way to reduce the cost of heat supply
and the carbon intensity of heat generation. It can also be used, in combination with other
spatial datasets, as a tool to focus on areas of need or opportunity.
The purpose of this analysis was to undertake a spatial analysis using the heat map databases in
order to identify where public sector buildings may have the potential to connect to heat
networks and to assess the opportunities for the public sector to anchor heat networks. The
methodology described in this report responds to the objectives listed in Table 3. The approach
uses the existing layers of the Heat Map, drawing together and analysing large quantities of data
which are in the Heat Map and also in other supporting datasets, notably ePIMS data.
In order to ensure that future updates of the heat map can be similarly analysed the process has
been automated as much as possible. The tool can subsequently be used efficiently and cost
effectively to repeat the analysis on future versions of the Scotland Heat Map. This report
describes the input parameters that will set criteria and datasets for the analysis and the
sequence of queries as scripts to generate the output.

2.2

Objectives
The objectives are listed in Table 3.
Table 3 Objectives of the study

Item

Stage

Description

1

Baseline

To use the Scotland heat map to create a baseline for the Scottish
public sector estate2 including local authorities, NHS, Higher
Education and NDPB’s. The purpose of this study is to establish the
total heat load of public sector buildings and identify those with the
potential to connect to a district heating network;

2

District Heating
Networks
Off Gas Grid

To quantify the opportunity for the public sector to connect to
existing and known DH developments.
To quantify how much of the public sector estate is off gas grid and
has the potential to connect to a heat network.
To estimate the public sector abatement potential and compare with
ambitions set out for district heating in the draft Heat Generation
Policy Statement.
To quantify the public sector abatement potential to 2050 and
provide inputs to the further development of Heat Policy;

3
4

Public Sector
Abatement

5

Public Sector
Abatement to
2050

2

The definition of public sector buildings in this study includes all properties that could be reasonably considered as ‘public sector’ and

this includes universities and colleges.
5
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2.3

Outputs
The outputs of this study provide an indicative analysis of the potential for public sector buildings
to stimulate the expansion of existing heat networks or to develop new heat networks. The
outputs are based on an analysis using the public sector heat loads only to set the scope of the
analysis with other heat demand data to assess the overall potential. This takes into account a
number of factors such as; their proximity to areas of high heat demand and existing heat
networks and their ability to contribute to the alleviation of fuel poverty. The analysis provided in
the report is a simple snapshot of potential opportunities based around the public sector estate
with reference to heat demand only. It does not take into account other key factors such as the
economic performance of individual opportunities, potential heat supply from renewable or
industrial sources, or priority areas for development. The outputs demonstrate the potential for
the heat map to support the strategic development of district heating.
The primary output of the analysis is additional geodatabases that can be viewed interactively in
a GIS software package. Screenshots illustrating static examples of the map are included in
Appendix 1 and are available in high resolution on www.scotland.gov.uk/heatmap.

6
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3.

IDENTIFICATION OF PUBLIC SECTOR

3.1

Property Datasources
The public sector estate was identified from two data sources. The first was from the public
sector heat demand that is identified in the Scotland Heat Map3. This dataset is based on
information provided by local authorities and non-departmental public bodies (NDPB) who
inputted to the heat map process, providing information on property location, energy billing data
and the public sector procurement dataset.
The second source that was used to identify the public sector estate was the ePIMS database.
The acronym ePIMS stands for “electronic Property Information Mapping Service” and is a
database of the government’s civil estate, giving information on location, type of holding etc. The
total number of records in ePIMs dataset provided by Scottish Government was 28,537. This
provided addresses and x and y coordinates4 for each of the 28,537 records, which required
matching to the heat demand dataset in the Scotland Heat Map in order to assign heat demands
to each record and to avoid double counting of properties. The following section describes the
methodology for address matching of the ePIMS data.
The public sector heat demand database was built up in a series of steps. The address matching
has been undertaken as accurately as deemed to be feasible, however it may not, in all cases,
correctly assign the Corporate Address Gazetteers Unique Property Reference Number (UPRN)
(The UPRN is the unique property identifier used in the Scotland Heat Map and the One Scotland
Gazetteer). The process has therefore used a sequence of steps to identify the most accurate
data and at each step to match data in different ways and each subsequent step will have a lower
confidence.

3.2

Process for Cleaning and Matching Data
The purpose of this process was to determine which ePIMs records were relevant to the study
and then to match the addresses in the ePIMs dataset with the existing heat map in order to
assign UPRNs and thus heat demands to the ePIMs dataset. The steps involved in this process
are outlined below.
In the datasets that have been provided each record has been assigned a “Matchcode” and a
“PostcodeQualityIndicator”
The fields PostcodeQualityIndicator is as ordered:
1. Full match - all 6 to 7 postcode characters matched;
2. Partial match - Match on first 3 or 4 characters;
3. No match - Match is neither full nor partial;
The “Matchcode” field is described in sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.5 below.

3.2.1

Step A – Address level matching

3

The Scotland heat map was launched April 2014. All Scottish local authorities have the datasets for their
area. The dataset is also being offered to key public bodies. Everyone can use Scotland heat map interactive.
This is a fully interactive and simplified version of the full Scotland heat map. Business, developers, housing
associations and communities can find out about the heat demand and supply opportunities. Hundreds of
public sector data sources have been used to create this crowd sourced data tool. For more information see:
www.scotland.gov.uk/heatmap
4

Referenced to the British National Grid
7
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“Matchcode” [21] -A match was performed between the ePIMs and the full SHM dataset on
postcode and building name, this resulted in 700 matches.
“Matchcode” [22] - A match was performed between the ePIMs and the full SHM dataset on
building name and post town, this resulted in 347 matches.
“Matchcode” [23] - A match was performed between the ePIMs and SHM on Street name, street
number and post town, this resulted in 2,606 matches.
3.2.2

Step B – Spatial Join

The dataset remaining after Step A had been completed and matched was then processed via a
spatial join in ArcGIS. Each remaining ePIMs record was assigned the UPRN of the SHM record
nearest to it (to within 50m). The resulting matched dataset contained 21,014 records.
All records matched in this manner were assigned a MatchCode of [3].
3.2.3

Step C – Processing the remaining records

The remaining unmatched 3,870 records were assigned a code of [-99] to denote no successful
matches.
These remaining records were then filtered based on a detailed interrogation of the ePIMs data.
In the first instance the original dataset was filtered based on the ePIMs “Holding_Type” field
which assigns values of “Land”, “Land and Buildings” and “Buildings Only” to each record. “Land”
records were removed. This reduced the size of the ePIMs dataset to 20,380 records, thus
ensuring that only records with a property associated with them were considered.
All ePIMs data also has a description field, this is a less simplified field with over 1,500 different
descriptions across the entire dataset, each of these was assigned a value of either “y” or “n” to
denote whether or not these descriptions represented buildings which could reasonably be
assumed to have a heat demand (for example all records such as “Public Conveniences” and
“Pavillions” were removed). When all of the “n” values were removed this resulted in a remainder
dataset of 17,833 records.
All records with a MatchCode of [21], [22], [23] or [3] were then set aside from further
consideration to be added back to the matched set at the end of the process. Once filtered as
described above these records were deemed already matched, leaving 898 records with no match
and a potential heat demand.
Further manual filtering was then undertaken on these 898 records by checking through the field
“Building_Usage” and assigning “y” and “n” values to these records, this removed 45 records.
The same process was then undertaken for “HoldingName”, with an additional 30 records
removed.
Manual checking of addresses resulted in an additional 156 records being removed. The resulting
remainder dataset of 667 records was then matched to the SHM data using a combination of
manual and semi-automated processes.
Any record considered not to have a heat demand has been assigned a value of [60].

8
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3.2.4

Step D – Address Matching Level 2

The first process undertaken here was to match the remaining ePIMs dataset to the SHM using
the “Fuzzy Logic” Add-In tool for Microsoft Excel. This is a tool that performs text matching using
a partial match function by setting a minimum similarity required between matches to allow
addresses written in different formats to be compared, these are then assigned a similarity value.
The similarity level required between the two records was set to 75% and all matches were then
manually checked, a “PostcodeQualityIndicator” was also assigned to these records. 221 records
were matched in this way and were assigned a “MatchCode” of [41].
3.2.5

Step E - Address Matching Level 2

The remaining records were then manually matched, this resulted in 143 records matched and
were assigned a “MatchCode” of [42].
303 records or 1% of the original dataset remained with no assigned UPRN and an assigned
“MatchCode” of [-99].
3.2.6

Summary of ePIMs Processing

A summary of the filtering process carried out is shown below:
Table 4 Filtering Record

Data Source

FilterCode

No Records
Remaining
28,537

Records
Removed
NA

Filter on "Holding_Type"
Filter on "Description"

51
52

20,380
17,833

8,156
2,547

Set-aside records already matched
under Steps A and B (Filter on
MatchCode “-99”)

NA

898

16,935

Filter on "Building_Usage"
Filter on “HoldingName”

53
54

853
823

45
30

Records Removed through Manual
Matching of Address

55

667

156

Original data set

A summary of the matching process is set out here:
Table 5 ePIMs Matching Record

Match
Code

Match Description
Original ePIMS Dataset

21
22

Postcode and building name
Building name and post town

23
3

Street name, street number
and post town
Spatial Join

41
42

“Fuzzy Logic” Matching
Manual Search and Match

-99
60

Unmatched
ePIMs Record with No Heat
Demand

No of
records
28,537

Postcode
Quality 1

Postcode
Quality 2

Postcode
Quality 3

2,687

482

296

21,014

19,232

4660

963

221
143

153
143

67

1

700
347
2,606

303
10,934
9
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3.2.7

Step F – Insertion of the public sector points in Scotland Heat Map

Matchcode 1 is the original public sector data in the Scotland Heat Map which are deemed to be
the properties with the highest confidence of heat demand. These are taken as the primary data
set and enhanced by including the additional properties identified in the ePIMS data.
The matched ePIMs records were then compared to the SHM public sector records to check for
duplication and the ePIMs records remaining after this step were then appended to the SHM
master dataset.
This resulted in a final dataset for analysis of 23,353 public sector addresses.
3.3

Public Sector Heat Demand
Of the 23,353 addresses, there are 21,371 unique public buildings, of these, 3,236 buildings
have a “significant” heat demand and 6,498 have a “Connectible” heat demand. It should be
noted that the thresholds used to determine “significant” and “connectible” are general rules of
thumb and can be lower or higher than the stated thresholds according to requirements. The
choice of 100MWh/annum is used as this approximately represents a 50kW connection, which is
quite a small connection to a DH network, connections below this size may still connect but this
becomes less likely the smaller the connection, choosing a threshold in this way allows for a more
realistic analysis of the potential opportunity. A building consuming 300MWh of heat demand per
annum could represent a 150kW connection, which could be considered an “anchor” load. This
allows for opportunities to be identified where a number of large public sector connections are
available.
Total Public Sector Heat Demand:

5,857 GWh

Total Public Sector heat demand above 300MWh:

4,898GWh

Total Public Sector heat demand above 100MWh:

5,501GWh

As can be seen the majority of the heat demand identified from the public sector is above the
100MWh/annum threshold. It is also evident that the majority of the heat demand is from 3,236
“significant” buildings which could potentially act as anchor loads for heat networks.

10
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4.

HEAT MAP ANALYSIS
To evaluate the DH potential for public buildings, heat map raster files at 50m, 250m, 500m and
1000m were produced to include specific data related to heat demand from the public realm and
other information which can be used to indicate the potential for district heating in an area.
The information to be extracted from the heat map was determined in consultation with Scottish
Government. The majority of this information has been extracted using an automated script,
however some of the variables could not be extracted in this manner and have been carried out
as manual extractions, the methodology for this is included in the following sections.
As this piece of work is primarily concerned with public sector buildings, the analysis has been
restricted to the identified 1km grid cells which contain public sector buildings, the total number
of 1km grid cells with public sector buildings is 4,131 out of over 78,000 cells across the whole of
Scotland.
Each 500m, 250m and 50m grid cell within these 1km grids were then characterised as per the
metadata set irrespective of whether or not they contained public sector buildings in order to
ensure opportunities were not missed.
Of these datasets all of the information marked as “Automated” in the metadata table is included
for all levels however it was neither feasible nor necessary to perform all of the “Manual”
assessment on every level of grid cells.

4.1

Limitations of the Analysis
The methodology described in the following section provides an analysis at a national level of the
potential for district heating networks that may be suitable for connection to the public sector
estate. This approach was conducted by way of a series of queries on the aggregate national data
set. It therefore makes a number of assumptions regarding the relative importance of a number
of critical factors and is not intended to take account of every specific local condition. The
following list identifies some of the principal limitations of the analysis:









5

The Scotland Heat Map was built using a number of assumptions to quantify heat demand
which is fully explained in the Scotland Heat Map – Documentation 2.0 Report
methodology and 2.2 Metadata, limitations and data management available on the heat
map website (www.scotland.gov.uk/heatmap).
The model concentrates on an analysis of the potential for district heating based on heat
demand only and does not at this stage consider the interaction with heat supply.
The model does not include an analysis of the economics of individual opportunities e.g.
return on investment, revenues, capital costs etc.
Geographical constraints to heat networks or potential for higher cost savings from heat
networks in off-gas grid areas relative to on-gas grid locations are excluded from this
analysis.
The model does not consider the impact of future planned development, new build or
refurbishment of existing public buildings.
The model does not take into account areas zoned for development in local development
plans as this information is not complete on the heat map5.

Fifteen Local Authorities provided local development plan data in GIS format which was included in the heat map. A further five

authorities have since supplied information and further plans have been requested and will be included in future editions of the heat
map when available.
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The model does not relate existing heat networks to existing public or private sector
buildings that are connected to a heat network (this means that the identified
opportunities will not differentiate potential from existing district heating networks).
For the purposes of this analysis all criteria are weighted equally but the methodology has
been developed to allow users to choose different weighting. A different list of projects
would be derived if greater weighting was place on some of the criteria, e.g. heat demand
or social criteria. Selecting additional criteria would also influence the identification of
opportunities.

The resultant tables define a list of the relative potential of all tiles. It should be noted that while
these tables provide a method to numerically assess and identify opportunities this should be
viewed alongside the graphical GIS output as this allows cross-grid opportunities to be identified
and assessed in a way that is not possible with numeric datasets.
4.2

Analysis Fields
Table 6 Summary of Metadata

Name

Units

Grid_Identifier

Nr

No_Props

Nr

No_SigAddres
ses

Nr

No_PubAddre
sses

Nr

No_SigPubAdd
resses

Nr

No_Residentia
l_UPRNs

Nr

Multi_OccBldg
s

Nr

Tot_HeatD

kWh

Tot_PubBldgs_
HeatD

kWh

Descriptions

Score

Weighting

Classification

Identify grid in which
the raster sits
Number of Properties
(UPRNS) within each
raster tile (all heat
demand uprn's)
Number of Significant
addresses (significant
being defined by a
specified heat demand
threshold to define
'larger' anchor loads).
Initial threshold 300000
kwh/year
Number of public public
uprn's within each
raster tile
Number of Significant
Public Addresses
(significant being
defined by a specified
heat demand threshold
to define 'larger' anchor
loads). 300,000
kwh/year
See Sheet 2 to identify
residential uprns

Information

Automated/
Manual
Automated

Information

Automated

Information

Automated

Information

Automated

Information

Automated

Information

Automated

Where there is more
than one heat demand
co-inciding at the same
location
Total Heat Demand
within each raster tile

Information

Automated

Information

Automated

Total heat demand from
the known public
buildings within the

Information

Automated
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Name

Units

Descriptions

Score

Weighting

Classification

Automated/
Manual

raster tile
Tot_SigHeatD

kWh

Total Significant Heat
Demand, 300,000 kwh/y

Information

Automated

Res_HeatD

kWh

Heat Demand for
Residential Buildings

Information

Automated

Tot_ResSig_He
atD

kWh

Total Significant Heat
Demand, 300,000 kwh/y

Others_SigHea
tD

kWh

Information

Automated

Heat_Den

kWh/
m2

Information

Automated

Confid_HeatD

%

Significant Heat
Demand for connectible
non-public or nonresidential buildings
Heat density (i.e. total
heat demand/raster tile
area)
Average confidence
level for heat demand

Information

Automated

Confid_HeatD
_PS

%

Information

Automated

Local_Authorit
y
(ADMINISTRAT
IVE_AREA)

Text

Information

Automated

DataZone
(DZ_CODE)

Text

Information

Automated

Raster_Identifi
er

Text

Information

Automated

Per_Own_Occ
(OwnedShare)

%

Information

Automated

Per_Pri_Rent
(PrivateR_5)

%

Information

Automated

Priority_A

Nr

Information

Automated

Rurality

Text

Information

Manual

Opp_Area

Text

Average confidence
level for heat demand
from public sector
buildings
Definition of the
location of the project
opportunity, majority
council or proportion of
properties (no of
UPRN´s)
Datazone Reference by
proportion of number of
UPRN's
Identifies the upper
level raster cells in
which the raster sits
Percentage Owner
Occupied buildings from
Census data
Percentage Private
Rented buildings from
Census data
Identified Scottish
Government priority
areas within Scotland
/Fuel Poverty areas.
Cross-Referenced to the
Datazone "SIX-FOLD
URBAN RURAL
CLASSIFICATION 2008".
Cell intersects a planned
development area

Information

Manual

Automated

6

6

Development areas were requested by Scottish Government from Local Authorities. The heat map contains the GIS planning

databases from 15 Local Authorities and a further 5 Local Authorities have provided this information which will be included in the next
update of the heat map.
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Name

Units

SocialRe_3

%

No_Conn_Bldg
s

Nr

Prop_PbofTot
alD

Nr

Count_PB100

Nr

Sum_PB100

kWh

Count__PB300

Nr

Sum_PB300

kWh

TotalHeatD

Nr

No.Clusters

Nr

SAnalysis

Nr

Descriptions

Score

Weighting

Classification

Percentage Social
Housing From Census
Data
Number of Buildings
with Heat demand >
100MWh/annum
Proportion of total heat
demand which is public

1 To
10

11%

Indicator

Automated/
Manual
Automated

1 To
10

11%

Indicator

Automated

1 To
10

11%

Indicator

Manual

Number of public
Buildings with Heat
Demand
>100MWh/annum
Sum of public Buildings
demand (threshold for
consideration = Heat
Demand
>100MWh/annum)
Number of public
Buildings with Heat
Demand
>300MWh/annum
Sum of public Buildings
demand (threshold for
consideration = Heat
Demand
>300MWh/annum)
Total Heat Demand in
Cell

1 To
10

11%

Indicator

Manual

1 To
10

11%

Indicator

Manual

1 To
10

11%

Indicator

Manual

1 To
10

11%

Indicator

Manual

1 To
10

11%

Indicator

Automated

Assessment of clusters based on 250m cells
with more than 10 50m
Cells which have a heat
2
demand >60kWh/m
Weighted Result of
Indicators

1 To
10

11%

Indicator

Manual

1 To
10

Calculation

The indicators chosen to input to the analysis stage have been derived through Ramboll’s
experience of carrying out similar work in other areas and were agreed prior to undertaking the
numeric analysis with key stakeholders. As per the requirements of the brief most of the
variables can be altered and the analysis re-run as required.
The scripts will be provided as a data transfer with the GIS and Access databases.
The dataset is constructed on the basis that the actual cell polygons (Hmp1kmCells) are used to
define areas but the data is stored in the Hmp1kmPoints table. These are cross-referenced to
each other using the “Grid_Identifier”
The procedure for carrying out the “Manual” calculation is outlined below:
4.2.1

Rurality

This was achieved utilising the publically available Scottish Government 8 fold Urban Rural
Classification7 2013/2014 which cross-references the urban rural classification table to the
7

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/About/Methodology/UrbanRuralClassification
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datazone of the location in question. The datazone for each grid has been defined for all locations
as part of the scripted automated process.
Each of the classes are defined as follows:
1. Large Urban Areas Settlements of 125,000 people and over.
2. Other Urban Areas Settlements of 10,000 to 124,999 people.
3. Accessible Small Towns - Settlements of 3,000 to 9,999 people within a 30 minute drive of a
Settlement of 10,000 or more.
4. Remote Small Towns - Settlements of 3,000 to 9,999 people with a drive time of over 30
minutes but less than or equal to 60 minutes to a Settlement of 10,000 or more.
5. Very Remote Small Towns - Settlements of 3,000 to 9,999 people with a drive time of over
60 minutes to a Settlement of 10,000 or more.
6. Accessible Rural Areas - Areas with a population of less than 3,000 people with a drive time
of 30 minutes or less to a Settlement of 10,000 or more.
7. Remote Rural Areas - Areas with a population of less than 3,000 people, with a drive time of
over 30 minutes but less than or equal to 60 minutes to a Settlement of 10,000 or more.
8. Very Remote Rural Areas - Areas with a population of less than 3,000 people, and with a
drive time of over 60 minutes to a Settlement of 10,000 or more.
This information was added to the ArcMap file as a table and then joined to the Hmp1kmPoints
dataset using the Datazone (DZ_Code) field common to both the tables.
4.2.2

Opp_Area

Strategic Development locations for some of the local authorities in Scotland were provided
during the development of the original Scotland Heat Map, this data has been used to identify the
presence of an opportunity area intersecting the 1km Grid cells at any point.
This was achieved by first creating a single dataset containing all of the opportunity area outlines
(this was created external to ArcGIS using the GIS system Mapinfo). This dataset was then
spatially joined to the 1km grid cells Hmp1kmCells to return a count of the opportunity areas
within/intersecting the cell – the count field was then joined to the Hmp1kmPoints using;
>> Geoprocessing > ArcToolbox > Data Management Tools > Joins > Join Field<<
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Figure 1 ArcGIS: Join Field Window

4.2.3

Prop_PBofTotalD

This is a direct calculation carried out on the Hmp1kmPoints table; a field is added to the table
with the heading Prop_PBof_TotalD set up as “Double”. The field is then calculated using the
“Field Calculator” with the following inputs;
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Figure 2 ArcGIS: Field Calculator Window

4.2.4

Connectible and Significant Buildings

Connectible here denotes a building with a heat demand of greater than 100MWh per annum, this
has been chosen to enable a threshold point to be set to define the principle opportunities, this is
not to say that buildings below this value cannot be connected, this merely allows for a higher
level assessment of the potential in an area.
There is an important distinction to be made between the terms buildings and addresses in this
analysis. A single building may have more than one address and more than one UPRN number
and thus when applying a threshold to records, there is a need to aggregate all building demand
in order to ensure that buildings with numerous addresses below 100MWh but with a total
aggregated annual demand greater than this are not missed.
Significant buildings are defined as those with a heat demand of greater than 300MWh per
annum and are considered to be potential “anchor” loads.
This is achieved by exporting the data from the table PublicSectorPropsForAnalysis to either
Microsoft Excel or Access for processing. The records are then aggregated on their X and Y coordinates and all data is then re-assigned on a building level. This dataset is then imported back
into ArcMap as PublicBuildings_AggregatedFile. This file then forms the basis for both the
“Connectible” and “Significant” analysis
By performing a “Select by Attribute” query on the datasets 2 separate datasets can be defined
for “Connectible” and “Significant”, these are then exported and added to the map to create fixed
datasets.
>> Selection> Select By Attributes <<
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Figure 3 ArGIS: Selection of Connectible Dataset

Once the point files PublicBuildings_300MWhThreshold and PublicBuildings_100MWh
Threshold have been created these are then joined spatially to the 1 km grid to create the files
Join_100MWhTo1km and Join_300MWhTo1km.
The count and summed heat demand fields are then joined to the Hmp1kmPoints dataset to
provide the indicator fields:




4.2.5

Count_PB100
Sum_PB100
Count_PB300
Sum_PB300

Number Clusters

In order to ensure that opportunities across borders (within the 1km grid) were not lost and that
heat demands below the 100MWh and 300MWh thresholds were included an analysis of the
potential for clusters in the 1km grid cells was carried out.
This analysis was based on the 250m and 50m grid cells as follows.
A dataset of all 50m points Hmp50mCells with a heat demand density of 60kWh/m2 or above
was created using the Select By Attribute method. 60kWh/m2 was chosen based on an
18
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assumption that up to 10 dwellings could be contained within a single 50m grid cell, at an
average heat demand of 15,000kWh per annum this gives a heat demand density of 60kWh/m2.

Figure 4 Average of 10 plots per 50m2

These points were then joined to the 250m cells [Hmp250mCells], providing a count field of the
number of 50m cells with more than the heat density threshold. A selection of the 250m cells
was then produced based on the Select By Attributes method to select all 250m cells
[Export_ClusterAnalysis250m_10] which have more than 10 of these 50m cells. This then
defined a cluster, the count field was joined using the Join Field process in the ArcToolbox to the
Hmp250mPoints. This in turn was joined to the 1km grid to count the number of clusters in
each 1km grid, this count was in turn joined to the Hmp1kmPoints to provide the No.Clusters
field.
4.3

Analysis
The resulting data table was then exported to excel for analysis. Each of the 1km grid cells was
assigned a value for each parameter in the table below relative to the other 1km grid cells. A
statistical analysis of the data for each indicator provided a means by which the data for each
field could be comparatively assessed. This was achieved using the Natural Breaks or Jenks
method which clusters data into their best arrangements based on minimising the average
deviation of each class from the class mean. This is built into the ArcGIS symbology functionality
and thus the assignment of class ranges was carried out here and then manually entered into
excel.
The indicators were assessed as follows:
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Table 7 Weighting and Rating Methodology

Parameter

Field Name

Significance of this
Parameter.

Analysis
method

Social Housing

Per_Social_Housing
(SocialRe_3)

Indicates the potential for
a heat network to
contribute towards the
alleviation of fuel poverty.
This is considered to be a
social indicator.
Indicator of the potential
for a network to connect a
number of “anchor” loads,
that is large, stable loads
over which there is an
element of public
influence.
Indicator of the potential
for a network to expand
beyond identified anchor
loads to other public
buildings.
Indicator of the potential
for a network to expand
beyond identified anchor
loads to other buildings
with the potential for
increased revenue from
private connections.
Indicator of the potential
for connection of anchor
loads

Natural Jenks
(Breaks).
Ranked 1 to
10

Number of Public
Buildings in the tile
with a heat
demand greater
than 300,000 kWh

Count_PB300

Number of Public
Buildings in the tile
with a heat
demand greater
than 100,000 kWh
Number of
Buildings in the tile
with a heat
demand greater
than 100,000 kWh

Count_PB300

Heat Demand for
large
(>300,000kWh)
public buildings

Sum_PB300

Heat Demand for
public buildings
(>100,000kWh)
Number of Clusters

Sum_HeatDemadn
ConnBuildings

Indicator of the total
potential for connection.

No_Clusters

Indicator of the total
potential for connection.

The percentage of
the total demand in
each tile which is
from public
buildings

PerCent_PubBldgs_HD

Indication of the potential
public involvement in the
project versus potential
private involvement, public
connections are generally
considered easier than
private ones.

Natural Jenks
(Breaks).

Total Heat Demand
within the tile.

TotalHeatD

Indicator of the total
potential for connection.

Natural Jenks
(Breaks).

Sum_PB100

Weighting

11%

Natural Jenks
(Breaks).
Ranked 1 to
10

Natural Jenks
(Breaks).
Ranked 1 to
10
Natural Jenks
(Breaks).
Ranked 1 to
10

Natural Jenks
(Breaks).
Ranked 1 to
10

11%

11%

11%

11%

11%
11%

Ranked 1 to
10

Ranked 1 to
10

11%

11%
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Figure 5 Comparison of Indicator Data

4.3.1

Weightings

The weightings applied to the scoring of the numerical indicators from the heat map database
provide a mechanism to allow a relative comparison of the potential for district heating
associated with the grid cells based on a consideration of the relative importance of different
indicators. The model has been developed to allow the weightings to be varied.
For the purposes of the current analysis the weightings have been selected as equal for all
variables. A refinement of the weightings may be appropriate and will be based on a qualitative
assessment of the relative importance of the criteria. This will be subjective and may vary
depending on specific requirements relating to the geographical, social or organisational
importance of the criteria selected. It is possible to reduce some weightings to zero in order to
discount them entirely.
A series of suggested adjustments to the weightings were prepared by Carbon Trust and are
discussed in Table 8. These require further discussion with stakeholders. This analysis using
weightings needs to be treated with some caution and should not be relied upon as a definitive
ranking of opportunities. Any opportunities identified using this methodology should be further
investigated regarding the specific local conditions.
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Table 8 Discussion of the influence and suggestions for variable weightings

Criteria

Discussion of Weighting

% of Social Housing

% social housing is assumed to act as a proxy for the presence of fuel poverty.
Increasing the weighting may be valid since Scottish Government and others may
wish to focus support on the investigation and progression of DH potential where
there is scope to address fuel poverty issues for a high number of users.

Number of Public
Buildings in the tile
with a heat demand
greater than 300,000
kWh

Heat Demand for
large (>300,000kWh)
public buildings
Heat Demand for
public buildings
(>100,000kWh)
Number of Buildings
in the tile with a heat
demand greater than
100,000 kWh
Total Heat Demand
within the tile.

Number of Clusters
The percentage of the
total demand in each
tile which is from
public buildings

Number of Public
Buildings in the tile
with a heat demand
greater than 100,000
kWh
Fut_DevPlan

This needs to be balanced, however, against the recognition that:
1. some DH networks which could connect public sector non-domestic buildings
will be attractive and viable (financially and from a carbon reduction
perspective) without having immediate scope to connect with social housing
(note that LAs could potentially use ESCo models to hypothecate savings from
such networks to address fuel poverty in other ways, e.g. improve building
fabric, insulation, boiler upgrades, etc.);
2. the % social housing measure could be misleading if weighted too heavily,
since we won't know enough about that housing (e.g. housing density is key to
ascertain viability; ownership and tenure arrangements can also have large
bearing on the ability of properties to connect to DH. In many situations it may
be more impactful / cost effective to prioritise investment in improving the
energy efficiency of the housing).
This criteria may attract a high weighting, since it represents a good proxy for likely
availability for multiple potential anchor heat loads, which can be critical to the
viability of developing DH networks. In particular this is a key indicator of multiple
anchor loads which could potentially be relatively easily leveraged, because they
are public sector. Multiple potential anchor loads is an important factor for derisking a potential project because it suggests greater potential to continue
successfully to progress development of DH through different anchor options being
available should it not be possible to harness the preferred option for some reason
(or should that load cease to be in operation at some point in the future - e.g. the
unanticipated closure or relocation at some future date of a major building or
facility on the network).
This criterion should attract a medium weighting due to the importance of large
anchor loads as noted above. If this significant load is isolated from other demand
then it may justify a renewable energy solution in its own right but may not justify
any connections to other properties.
A lower weighting is proposed for this criterion since the clustering of heat demand
is deemed to be a more important factor.
A lower weighting is proposed for this criteria as it is not necessarily a good
indicator of an attractive project - the qualitative nature of the 'other' buildings is
key: are they private sector? What building type and usage? (Industrial,
commercial, domestic, non-domestic, etc.). These qualitative elements can often
have a very significant impact on the likelihood of connecting.
It is proposed that this criterion has a medium weighting to reflect the fact that the
overall heat demand load is important. This measure could be misleading,
depending on how the load is made up, i.e. across how many buildings it is spread.
The second Indicator in the list (Number of Significant Public Buildings) is more
important (and should be given a higher weighting).
It is proposed that this criterion has a medium weighting because clusters of heat
demand are deemed to offer good potential for initiating heat networks. While
opportunities which score poorly on this should be de-prioritised for reasons of their
likely poor prospects of practicality/deliverability, high heat density does not
necessarily confirm where prospects are the strongest. To qualify this one would
need to understand the nature of the heat loads better and the extent to which
they have good potential to complement one another on a network (e.g. issues
such as diversity, seasonality, hours of demand, temperature requirements).
It is proposed that this criterion has a medium weighting to place on emphasis on
potential DH opportunities which in theory offer stronger potential to be 'brought to
life' due to the potential main participants being public sector organisations, so
should be easier to 'bring them to the table'. Too high a weighting could mitigate
against opportunities which can potentially address fuel poverty in housing (that is
not public sector), i.e. housing association or private housing stock.
This criteria is currently not used since a comprehensive national set of local
development plan information is not included in the heat map data. This weighting
may be important if the developers are willing to adopt district heating and would
then offer new some greater certainty of heat demand to an emerging heat
network.
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5.

POTENTIAL HEAT NETWORKS
The analysis described in Section 4 above creates a reduced data table of the full heat map that
can provide useful information for identifying potential locations where further consideration of
district heating connected to public sector properties may be worthwhile. A snapshot of these
opportunities is included in the following section and for illustrative purposes the most promising
prospects for district heating, based on the criteria and weightings as set out in Table 7 and Table
8 above, in each of the 32 local authority areas are shown. It is not feasible to include a table of
all opportunities in this report.
The heat map is not currently able to relate existing district heating networks to individual
properties and therefore the opportunities illustrated in the analysis may include areas where
existing networks are already supplying heat.
This chapter contains a number of maps which are detailed extracts of the final analysis outputs
presented on drawings in Appendix 1. These drawings are available to download in high
resolution on www.scotland.gov.uk/heatmap. The maps in this section are illustrative and are
shown NOT TO SCALE unless otherwise stated.
The weightings are discussed in detail in Section 4.3.1 above and the importance of this analysis
is illustrated by drawings 007, 008, 009 and 010. These drawings show the relative ranking of all
tiles based on the following individual criteria respectively:
 Proportion of social rented properties;
 Number of clusters
 Proportion of social rented properties compared with the full weighted analysis; and
 Public building heat demand exceeding 100,000 kWh compared with the full weighted
analysis

5.1

Public sector anchoring heat networks
A summary of all 4,131 1km grid cells which contain public sector buildings is provided in
Appendix 1. The key parameters agreed have been listed in Table 9 below. As it is not
practicable to display all data in this report an excel spreadsheet with the key results for each
1km grid cell is provided. Please note the column headings in Tables Table 9Table 10Table
11Table 12 refer to the analysis fields presented in Table 7.
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Table 9 Most promising opportunities within each local authority area based on overall analysis with
criteria equally weighted.

The most promising 1km grid cells from each local authority are summarised in the table above,
these are based on the weighting presented in Table 6 above however the model does have the
potential to be used to alternatively display the highest weighted opportunities based on other
characteristics (such as percentage of residential properties which are classified as Social Rented
for example should this be desired.
The following figures represent the most promising
opportunities within a series of geographical boundaries associated with cities in Scotland.

Figure 6 Most promising opportunities in Glasgow (extract from drawing 001 with tile reference numbers
shown for highest ranked opportunities)
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Figure 7 Most promising opportunities in Edinburgh (extract from drawing 001 with tile reference
numbers shown for highest ranked opportunities)

Figure 8 Most promising opportunities in Dundee (extract from drawing 001 with tile reference numbers
shown for highest ranked opportunity)
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Figure 9 Most promising opportunities in Aberdeen (extract from drawing 001 with tile reference
numbers shown for highest ranked opportunities)

The overall analysis dataset can be split in a number of ways for relative comparison of
opportunities. Examples of this include:
 Selecting areas that have similar socio-geographical characteristics such as specifically
considering tiles within rural or urban areas (refer to drawing 006 in Appendix 1);
 Selection areas that are off-gas grid (refer to drawing 002 in Appendix 1);
 Selection of areas within a suitable buffer distance of a major heat supply (not included in
the scope of this report);
 Selection of areas within a suitable buffer distance from district heating networks (refer to
drawing 003 in Appendix 1).
5.2

Opportunities associated with existing or proposed district heating networks
In total there are 274 identified 1km grid cells within 500m of an existing DH scheme with
approximately 4,050 public addresses. The top 1km grid cells within 500m of an existing district
heating network are summarised below:
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Table 8 Most promising opportunities within each local authority area that are within 500m of a DH
Network (either Existing or Planned)

Please note that not all local authorities are represented in this list as not all have DH networks
with associated opportunities. 28 of the 32 Scottish local authorities are included above. Many of
the above opportunities are duplicated with those listed in Table 7 indicating that the theoretical
analysis justifies the actual projects that have been implemented.
There are 6 of these identified areas in Glasgow and Renfrewshire and shown on Figure 10.

Figure 10 Glasgow opportunities in proximity to a DH network (extract from drawing 001 with tile
reference numbers shown for highest ranked opportunities)

There are 3 notable opportunities identified in Edinburgh:
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Figure 11 Edinburgh opportunities in proximity to a DH network (extract from drawing 001 with tile
reference numbers shown for highest ranked opportunities)

Figure 12 Dundee opportunities in proximity to a DH network (extract from drawing 001 with tile
reference numbers shown for highest ranked opportunities)

Figure 13 illustrates the tiles that fall within 500m of an existing district heating network and are
likely to include properties that are already connected. These opportunities would need to be
investigated in detail at a local level but the evidence suggests that there are more potentially
connectible buildings within the proximity of the existing heat network. Comparison with Figure
9 suggests that there may be other potential clusters that are more than 500m from the existing
network.
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Figure 13 Aberdeen opportunities in proximity to a DH network (extract from drawing 001 with tile
reference numbers shown for highest ranked opportunities)

5.3

Public sector potential not within 500m of a DH network
Table 9 Most promising opportunities within each local authority area that are more than 500m from a
DH Network

This table represent the top opportunities in each local authority which are not within 500m of an
existing DH network, thus giving an indication of the potential for the development of new
networks as opposed to extensions of existing and proposed schemes.
5.4

Public sector potential off the gas grid
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The number of 1km grid squares off the gas grid and that could be connected to district heat
network were identified by considering all grids outside a 63m buffer zone around the gas pipe
network. A total of 3,257 public addresses were identified as being off gas grid.
Table 10 Most promising opportunities within each local authority area that are off gas grid

Please note not all local authorities are included above, this occurs when all identified
opportunities are within 63m of a gas network. 27 of the 32 Scottish local authorities are included
in this list.

Figure 14 Off-gas grid opportunities (tile references 9129, 11665 and 15573 in Borders, Lothians and
Fife)
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Figure 15 Off-gas grid opportunities (tile references 15880, 16005 in Lochgilphead)

Figure 16 Off-gas grid opportunities (tile references 30587, 26605, 26439 in Highlands)
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Figure 17 Off-gas grid opportunities (tile reference 42040 in Tain)

Figure 18 Off-gas grid opportunities (tile reference 50593 in Shetland)

5.5

Bespoke Analysis of Outputs
The methodology and output data table described in the methodology section and developed as
part of this study has the capacity to be interpreted by organisations according to their specific
geographic area or specific criteria. For example public sector organisations could choose to subselect the tiles that are associated with their estate and assess the relative performance of these
zones. The analysis can also be varied based on a different set of weighting criteria to reflect the
importance of key indicators.
The dataset can be extracted based on geographical areas to select individual local authority
areas or by buffer zones to identify proximity to key infrastructure such as the gas network or
existing district heating networks.
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6.

PUBLIC SECTOR ABATEMENT
In order to assess the potential for carbon abatement for some of the opportunities identified, a
selection of schemes (chosen based on their relative assessment criteria) have been
characterised according to their potential for carbon emission reduction. This has been carried
out for a number of different parameters:
 All Public Buildings
 Residential Buildings
 Social Rented Residential Buildings
 All Buildings
 Public Buildings above 100MWh
 Public Buildings above 300MWh
The potential for carbon emission reduction has been quantified by assuming that for all “on” gas
1km grid squares the Business as Usual Case is natural gas boilers at 80% efficiency. The
alternative case for these locations has been assumed to be gas engine CHP. The abatement
potential figures presented here are an annual snapshot based on current carbon intensity
figures. As the electricity grid decarbonises the abatement potential of district heating networks
supplied by gas engine CHP will reduce as difference between the carbon intensity of gas and
electricity reduces.
For off-gas locations the Business As Usual case has been assumed to be oil fired boilers with an
alternative case being biomass boilers using wood pellets to give an indicative carbon abatement
value. A range of other low carbon and renewable heat technologies are available which would
deliver similar carbon savings.
CO2 intensity values have been taken from the most recent SAP 2012 values 8. Boiler efficiencies
have been taken as generic values for the purposes of this report.
Table 11 CO2 Intensity of Fuels

Table 12 Technologies for Carbon Abatement

Technology
Gas Boilers
Gas CHP
Wood Pellets
Oil Fired

Efficiency

Kg CO2/MWh heat
270
80%
86
40%th 35%e
49
80%
372.5
80%
9

8

http://www.bre.co.uk/filelibrary/SAP/2012/SAP-2012_9-92.pdf

9

The carbon abatement potential of natural gas CHP is expected to reduce in the future as a result of electricity grid decarbonisation
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Table 13 Carbon Abatement Potential
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Figure 19 Comparative assessment of potential CO2 savings for different buildings categories over a
selection of grid cells

As can be seen for the most part each of the tiles has the same pattern of potential carbon
abatement related to the mix of buildings being considered. It is interesting to note the similarity
between the potential for the 3 classes of public buildings, it seems that for the most part,
particularly in these town centre locations the majority of the heat demand from public sector
buildings could be considered for connection to a DH scheme as there is very little difference
between the 3 classes. Indeed it indicates that the majority of the demand may be suitable for
use as anchor loads. This is valuable as public sector loads are very attractive for catalysing
district heat schemes being by their nature stable large loads with a generally lower level of risk
for public sector driven schemes.
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Figure 20 Comparative assessment of potential CO2 savings for different buildings categories over a
selection of grid cells in proximity to DH networks

In general the schemes near DH projects are the same as the overall analysis opportunities; this
is not unexpected and demonstrates that there may be potential for the expansion of these
existing and planned networks. It should be noted that due to the high level nature of this
analysis it cannot be guaranteed that some of the buildings in these areas may already be
connected to a DH scheme and this should be borne in mind when considering the analysis.
Figure 21 below shows the assessment for a selection of grid cells that are not within 500m of a
DH network.

Figure 21 Comparative assessment of potential CO2 savings for different buildings categories over a
selection of grid cells not in proximity to DH networks
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Figure 22 Comparative assessment of potential CO2 savings for different buildings categories over a
selection of grid cells in off-gas grid locations

As can be seen the overall potential for carbon abatement in off gas grid locations is not as great
as under the other 2 classes of analysis. However when viewed as a ktonne /GWh value it can be
seen that in off gas grid areas the carbon reduction can be just under twice that of the on-gas
alternatives, at 0.32 ktonne/GWh compared to 0.18 ktonne/GWh for the on-gas opportunities. It
should be noted that this is dependent on the assumptions made in relation to the fuel types
used in each of the different areas.
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